Autism: We Thought You’d Never Ask

In *Autism: We Thought You’d Never Ask*, we hear the intimate thoughts and feelings of six adults with autism. In this revealing film, we learn what it feels like to live in their bodies and inhabit their lives. What they have to tell us is often touching, revealing, and surprising. These six characters explore questions that include describing autism, the gifts and hardships that it brings to them, how they are treated by others, and how they would like to be treated and perceived. Their powerful words illustrate why they are the truest ‘autism experts’ we have, and what we can learn from listening to their stories.

TRT: 27:27

**NETA Uplink Schedule:**
- **SD feed-for-record:** Sunday, September 13, 2009 @ 2000 – 2030ET/SD 07
  (NOLA code: WTNY 00 K1)
- **HD feed-for-record:** Monday, September 14, 2009 @ 1230 – 1300ET/HD 04
  (NOLA code: WTNY 00 H1)
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Landlocked Films
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Boulder, CO 80302
Telephone: 303-447-2821
info@landlockedfilms.com
www.landlockedfilms.com